
Soft Furnishings & Window Treaments

WEFT



DANIEL & EMMA’S RESIDENCE

  



100% STONE WASHED FLAX LINEN 

Industrial designers Daniel To and Emma Aiston are one of Australia’s most impres-

sive creative power couples – having worked with big names like COS and HAY, to 

co-creative directing JamFactory’s furniture and retail activities 

The couple opted for a relaxed linen in an S Fold heading. The colour suited the light 

filled space, pairing well with their love of bright pops of colour. 

S FOLD CURTAINS



RICHMOND RESIDENCE

  



RICHMOND RESIDENCE

  



SHEER FABRIC COTTON/LINEN/POLYESTER

With a hint of sheen, this understated collection evokes casual elegance as natural 

flecks of linen emerge through a considered palette. In ten distinguished shades, 

Bedarra is a beautiful light weight plain sheer in a linen blend.  

Richmond residence designed by Studio Gram. The practice is client-focused. 

They are constantly challenging themselves to create compelling architecture that 

fits an exacting brief. Each project is treated with the same respect, research and 

investigations as the last, creating designs that meet the aspirations of the clients, 

respond to site conditions, and create experiences for future occupants.

S FOLD SHEER CURTAINS



ADLGATE RESIDENCE

  



100% STONE WASHED FLAX LINEN

Wide-width stonewashed linen, the fabric  is woven in 100% linen, expertly stone-

washed, then softly tumbled to create its perfectly dynamic handle. The Linen is 

suitable for curtain application due to it’s beautiful drape.

SHEER FABRIC COTTON/LINEN/POLYESTER

With a hint of sheen, this understated collection evokes casual elegance as 

natural flecks of linen emerge through a considered palette. In ten distinguished 

shades, Bedarra is a beautiful light weight plain sheer in a linen blend.  

S FOLD CURTAINS & ROMAN BLINDS



VILLETTA PORCINI



100% COTTON VELVET

A heavy weight decorative fabric with a vintage look, clreating a subtle metallic 

sheen. The Velvet is suitable for curtain application due to it’s beautiful drape and 

accoustic qualities. 

Villetta Porcini is a unique culinary experience located in the Adelaide Hills. 

Deliberately intimate in capacity, guests dine in rural simplicity, surrounded by nature 

with beautiful produce and curated beverages presented by chef and restaurateur 

André Ursini.

VELVET CURTAINS, GOBLET HEADING



ELEMENTARY ROASTERS

  



100% STONE WASHED FLAX LINEN

Wide-width stonewashed linen, the fabric  is woven in 100% linen, expertly stone-

washed, then softly tumbled to create its perfectly dynamic handle. The Linen is 

suitable for curtain application due to it’s beautiful drape..

Elementary was established in 2015 by partners Carly Humphreys & Brad Nixon. 

Wanting to bring their love of coffee and service back to Adelaide from Melbourne, 

Elementary coffee was born.

S FOLD CURTAINS 



PRESS* RESTAURANT

 
 



PRESS* FOOD & WINE

First established 12 years ago, fashioned out of a converted print-press house, Press* 

Food & Wine is an institution of South Australian hospitality. Now reimagined in both 

space & form, Press* is taking on a new life as a hub of food, community & sustainability.

Executive chef Tom Tilbury takes Modern Australian dining to a place of elevated comfort 

with a menu that is locally sourced, ethically inspired, and pays homage to the elegance 

of classical cooking techniques

TAB TOP CURTAIN INSTALLATION



MELBOURNE KNOWLEDGE WEEK

 

 



MELBOURNE KNOWLEDGE WEEK

Melbourne is the knowledge capital of Australia, filled to the brim with activities, 

infrastructure and facilities that support creators, thinkers and innovators, and inspire 

its citizens to collaborate and explore new ideas. Since 2010, narrm ngarrgu.

Melbourne Knowledge Week has provided a platform for these ideas to be shared, 

so that all members of Melbourne’s diverse communities can come together to 

ideate our future together. At the first ever narrm ngarrgu | Melbourne Knowledge 

Week, the hot topic was how mobile technology was affecting our lives.

TAB TOP CURTAIN INSTALLATION



RAINE SQUARE

  



INHALE LOCATED AT RAINE SQUARE FOR DOT DOT DASH

Wide-width stonewashed linen, the fabric  is woven in 100% linen, expertly stone-

washed, then softly tumbled to create its perfectly dynamic handle. The Linen is 

suitable for curtain application due to it’s beautiful drape..

S FOLD CURTAIN INSTALLATION
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